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Images A portable air conditioner does not work without an exhaust vent; however, it is possible to minimize the hose length by installing vent similar to the one used for a dryer to exhaust the unit. Portable air conditioners work by moving heat from the room and must vent to cool. All air conditioning systems require a
connection to the outside to remove heat from an area. With central air conditioning and window units, the system transports the heat to the evaporator coils outside using refrigerant. With the portable unit, the evaporator coils are inside the home. A fan pushes air through the coils and vent to the outside. Air is less
efficient at transporting heat than refrigerant. This makes portable air conditioners less efficient at cooling than either window units or central cooling systems. Portable air conditioners are small units on wheels that allow the owner to move them to the desired location for use. Once in location, the hose connects to a port
on the back of the air conditioner. The easiest way to exhaust the system is to connect the hose to a sliding window using the small expanding panel the venting kit supplies. For casement windows, owners often choose a plexiglass panel to replace the window glass for venting. However, the dryer vent connection allows
the user to hide the hose behind the unit without blocking a window. Whether you live in a dry, sweltering climate, or are simply gearing up for a ridiculously hot summer, it pays to invest in one of the best portable air conditioners. Because, while some smaller spaces can function well with powerful fans that cool like air
conditioners, a portable AC is truly the best option if you're serious about turning your sweaty, balmy room into a comfortable and livable space.As you investigate which option is right for you, keep in mind the size of the room you're looking to keep cool. Today's most popular models will clearly advertise a specific
amount of square footage they're equipped to handle, and you'd do well to read the reviews to double check (I've got you covered here). Further, consider the actual setup of the air conditioning system. Most portable air conditioners use an exhaust hose to pump the hot air out of your room through a window vent and
bring cooler air in. But, if exhaust hoses aren't your thing or your room doesn't have easy access to windows, there are plenty of ventless portable air conditioners that can work well for you. And if portability is the name of the game, you may want to opt for a mini fan air conditioner that is so small you can take it with you
wherever you go. Regardless of what you're after, this roundup of the best portable air conditioners will have the perfect one for you. 1The Quietest Portable Air Conditioner: An Easy-To-Install AC With An Even Quieter Sleep-Mode SettingQuilo Portable Air Conditioner With Dehumidifier And FanAmazonNot only do
reviewers of this portable AC from Quilo praise how quiet it operates, it also features an even quieter sleep-mode option so that you can rest comfortably while keeping cool at night. Available at three different power levels for three different-sized rooms (from 450 to 700 square feet), you can invest in the perfect size for
you. A major plus for this option is that it is super easy to install. One reviewer commented, "It took all of 10 minutes to hook up and get going! I’m a 48 year old grandma! If I can do it you can."2The Best For Small Spaces: This Slim AC Perfect For Smaller Rooms And Home OfficesCOSTWAY Portable Air
ConditionerAmazonWith an exhaust hose you can attach through a nearby window and an affordable price tag, this portable air conditioner is a budget-friendly option that can handle a space up to 161 square feet. This model is also equipped with a digital LED screen and a remote control that you can use to adjust the
temperature, fan speed, and timer from wherever you are in the room. With a slim design that measures 13 inches wide and 25 inches high, this smaller air conditioner can fit into even the tiniest of spaces. One fan raves that assembly was "intuitive and easy to manage," and "it appears to cool the room (larger than the
advertised 161 sqft) adequately."3The Best For Large Spaces: A Dual Hose Air Conditioner, Fan, And DehumidifierWhynter Dual Hose Portable Air ConditionerAmazonAble to cool up to 500 square feet, this dual hose portable air conditioner is the best option if you're outfitting a large room. This portable AC also
performs triple duty: you can use it as an air conditioner, a fan, or a dehumidifier. With three speeds and an exhaust hose that can extend up to 5 feet, it has plenty of features that make it worth its price tag. Something to note about this model? It's on the heavier side, weighing in at 80 pounds, so if you're looking for a
truly lightweight option, keep scrolling for more portable ACs on the lighter side. But with all of that weight, you get serious power from this model. The dual hose system works more efficiently (but requires more electricity) than a single hose system, so your space will get cooler faster and more efficiently. Ultimately this
splurge is worth it. One fan says: "I feel this AC will last a long time, so it is definitely worth the price."4The Best Ventless Portable Air Conditioner: A Lightweight AC On Wheels That's Great For Dry ClimatesHoneywell Indoor Portable Air CoolerAmazonIf you're looking to buy a ventless portable air conditioner (one that
doesn't connect to the outside world with an exhaust hose), you're actually looking to buy an evaporative air cooler, like this one from Honeywell. Evaporative air coolers, or swamp coolers as they're also called, use the process of water evaporation to bring hot air in, and cool it with cooling water vapor before expelling it
back into your space. Because this AC isn't attached to a wall or window, it's a versatile option that can be used indoors and outdoors during warm months or hot weather. This type of air conditioner is well-suited if you live in a dry area, as the cool air it pumps out is naturally moisture-rich and can help restore humidity in
your space even in the driest of climates. This model has three speeds, an easy-to-use control panel, and over 500 five-star reviews that say it works wonders in small- to medium-sized spaces. 5The Best Mini Air Conditioner Fan: A Portable Fan That You Can Carry With You From Room To RoomMadoats Mini Portable
Air Conditioner FanAmazonIf you're really looking for the tiniest portable AC you can tote around with you, this mini portable air conditioning fan is about as small as you're going to be able to find. While most of the above fans on this list are equip to handle larger rooms, this mini fan is perfect for personal use, and can be
brought around with you as you move around your home during the summer months. This AC comes with a 4-foot power cord that you can plug in wherever you are. Simply put ice or ice water in the tray in the back, and wait as this powerful, pint-sized AC cools the air around you. One fan says, "really surprised by how
well this worked... Great for car camping or your work space." Bustle may receive a portion of sales from products purchased from this article, which was created independently from Bustle's editorial and sales departments. . If you don't have central air and need to cool a room ASAP, the first question you have to
address is whether you want to buy a portable AC unit or a window air conditioner. A portable air conditioner is the best route if you can't install a window air conditioner in your space because of design limitations or building restrictions. It’s also a better pick if you’d like a mobile air conditioning unit that can be moved
from room to room or stored away at the end of the season. The experts at the Good Housekeeping Institute rounded up the best portable air conditioners on the market based on categorical expertise from brands we trust, love, and use. They are efficient at cooling and cutting down on high humidity and easy to use and
install. These are the best portable air conditioners you can buy:When deciding whether or not to buy a portable air conditioner, the experts at the Good Housekeeping Institute are often asked a host of questions related to how well they perform, how efficient they are, and whether they are easy to use. Here, the answers
to all your questions about portable air conditioning units:Are portable air conditioners as good as window units? If you have the ability to window-mount, you’re likely going to have more success cooling a room. You may be able to find comparable portable AC units to those that have to be wall or window mounted, but
you’re likely going to pay more for them. While portable air conditioners are meant to be easier to move about (they're on wheels after all), they do tend to be louder and can be larger than their counterparts. And because of the exhaust hose necessary for venting, they’re not as portable as one may imagine. Portable AC
units take up floor space, so it’s important to make sure you have the extra square footage for one. You want to place the unit away from walls so the airflow isn’t restricted, but that will likely mean a longer hose and more space taken up. Which is another drawback, as they require an exhaust tube to be removed and re-
installed each time it is moved to another space. For proper efficiency, you need to make sure the exhaust hose is as straight as possible as kinks can limit the effectiveness.Do portable ACs have to be vented out a window? Yes. A portable AC does not work without an exhaust hose. They have to be vented to the
outside because they are extracting the hot air that you want released outside of the room. You can choose to vent through a window (most common), wall, ceiling, or even door in theory. Since there are no portable ACs without an exhaust hose, you may want to consider an evaporative cooler if you want a portable unit
with no venting to the outside. They require a large amount of water to cool the space and are ideal in dry climates where humidity levels are low and the air is hot. How to find the right portable AC unit for youWhile useful features and aesthetics are nice, most importantly, you'll have to find a portable air conditioner with
the correct British thermal units (BTUs) or Seasonally Adjusted Cooling Capacity (SACC) rating for capacity. Too strong and you’ll waste unnecessary power, too weak and you’ll likewise use too much energy continuously running the machine on full power and still feeling too warm. BTUs: This is how conditioner capacity
is measured. It equates to a particular room size for cooling. SAAC: More recently, the Department of Energy (DOE) introduced this new rating which is measured in BTU per hour and is a weighted average based on a variety of test conditions. You may have to size up if your room is atypical, such as having high ceilings
or being in a particularly sunny place. Overall, our top portable air conditioner recommendations are: Advertisement - Continue Reading Below Best Overall Portable Air Conditioner Dual Hose Portable Air Conditioner Whynter amazon.com $599.99 $519.16 (13% off) This powerful 14,0000 BTU AC from Whynter has a
dual hose so it can cool down a room faster than other portable units. It also works as a fan (with three speeds) and a dehumidifier that can remove up to a claimed 101 pints per 24 hour period. The 24 hour programmable timer lets you set a schedule for throughout the day (read: scheduling it to turn on 30 minutes
before you'll be home from work), and you can monitor temperature on the digital readout.  The exhaust hose extends up to five feet so you'll have some flexibility in placing it, but you'll definitely want to clear some space.  Cooling area: 500 square feetUnit dimensions: 16 x 19 x 35.5 inchesWeight: 80 pounds Best Value
Portable Air Conditioner Portable Indoor Evaporative Air Cooler Honeywell amazon.com $154.64 This inexpensive air cooler is ideal for a small office or bedroom in dryer climates (where humidity stays under 50%). You'll get more of a cool breeze than intense cold air, but it's a solid affordable option for a room that
needs a chill. It doesn't need to be hooked up to a window in order to work, so you have more flexibility in choosing where to place it (and it only weighs 12 pounds, making it easy to move around).  The included remote is an extra bonus — control it without needing to leave your bed. Cooling area: 100 square feetUnit
dimensions: 9.8 x 15 x 25.4 inchesWeight: 12 pounds BEST PORTABLE AIR CONDITIONER FOR LARGE ROOMS Cool Connect Smart Portable Air Conditioner Frigidaire Gallery lowes.com $649.99 It's pricey, but this 12,000 BTU smart unit can cool a room up to 550 square feet. It hooks up to your Wi-Fi so you
can turn on the AC before you get home from a hot day and is compatible with Google Assistant and Alexa. You can also program custom scheduling, so you can decide points of the day where you'll need it to be extra cool, and even opt to get alerts when you need to change your filter. The 360 degree design helps
distribute cool air upward while the round foot print is a bit smaller than other portable ACs.  Cooling area: 550 square feetUnit dimensions: 12.6 x 12.6 x 36.8 inchesWeight: 85 pounds Best Portable Air Conditioner for Bedrooms BPACT08WT Portable Air Conditioner Black + Decker amazon.com $368.29 Look to this
8,000 BTU unit to cool your bedroom without keeping you up at night. It's quieter than other portable air conditioners and at 53 pounds, you won't strain a muscle moving it. It has a smaller suggested cooling area, so it's best for an office or small bedroom. The filter slides out of the back for easy access for cleaning, and
the included remote means you won't have to pause working or get out of bed to change the settings. Cooling area: 100 square feetUnit dimensions: 16.5 x 11.5 x 26 inchesWeight: 53 pounds Quietest Portable Air Conditioner Contempo Series Portable Air Conditioner Honeywell amazon.com This 12,000 BTU unit is
quieter than others, with the manufacturer claiming it can stay as low as 52 dBA — about as loud as a quiet conversation. It has a built-in dehumidifier that removes 86 pints/hour, and you won't have to change a bucket of drained moisture unless you live somewhere excessively humid, since it has built in evaporation to
help manage moisture it collects. It fits in vertical or horizontal windows and filters clean with a rinse in the sink. The four-foot hose will install into vertical or horizontal windows and it has an included remote.Cooling area: 450-550 square feetUnit dimensions: 18.9 x 15.7 x 31.3 inchesWeight: 64 pounds Best Portable Air
Conditioner with Heat Dual Hose Portable Air Conditioner with Heater Whynter amazon.com $870.31 Almost identical in function to our overall pick, this 14,000 BTU unit also functions as a heater so you can use it year-round. Manufacturers say it cools as low as 61°F and heats up to 77°F, so you'll be comfortable no
matter the weather (and can control temp with the included remote). If you do need to stow it away throughout the year, it comes with a storage bag. Similar to our overall pick, it can dehumidify up to 101 pints for every 24 hour period, helping bring ease to a humid summer. Cooling area: 500 square feetUnit
dimensions: 16 x 19 x 35.5 inchesWeight: 80 pounds Best Portable Air Conditioner For High Humidity ARC-12SDH Portable Air Conditioner and Heater Whynter wayfair.com $550.00 This all-in-one heater, dehumidifier, fan, and cooler will get you through the year with multi functionality. Whynter claims the 12,000 BTU
unit can cool up to 400 square feet, and it can dehumidify up to 96 pints over 24 hours. The two-hose operation helps it cool a room faster than single hosed portable ACs, and the front facing read out helps you monitor the temperature with ease. You can program it up to a 24 hour period.  Cooling area: 400 square
feetUnit dimensions: 16.5 x 20 x 34 inchesWeight: 71 pounds Best Portable Air Conditioner and Purifier Pure Cool Me Personal Purifying Fan This personal fan from Dyson is best for placement near you rather than installation for an entire room. It includes a HEPA filter which helps purify the surrounding area, claiming
to remove 99.97% of allergens and pollutants. The small size makes it ideal for placement on a desk or nightstand.  You can adjust direction of the airflow by moving the position of the top dome, it will be a bit different than other portable ACs — with more of a directed stream of air rather than a broader
distribution. Cooling area:  Personal spaceUnit dimensions: 15.78 x  9.72 x 10inchesWeight: 6.17 pounds Elite ARC-122DS Portable Air Conditioner Whynter amazon.com $600.00 $446.99 (26% off) Similar to our all-in-one pick from Whynter, this double hosed 12,000 BTU cooler and dehumidifier is rated for a room up
to 400 square feet. The 24-hour programmable timer and included remote helps you better manage cooling throughout the day. Whynter claims it can dehumidify up to 76 pints per 24 hour period while the manufacturer's claimed noise level is under 52 dBA, so it should be easy to sleep through its operation. The included
storage bag helps keep all parts and accessories together for storage in the winter. Cooling area: 400 square feetUnit dimensions: 17 x 29.5 x 16 inchesWeight: 60 pounds This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano.io
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